The **Learning Center** includes a rich assortment of instructional tools that enable students to design their own approach to mastering academic writing and APA Style.

- **66 quick guides** — These brief videos cover concrete rules of APA Style academic writing, including reference formatting, page formatting, avoiding bias in writing, and more.
- **18 tutorials** — Longer than the quick guides, each video tutorial provides in-depth information on topics such as avoiding plagiarism, conducting experimental research, finding sources for papers, and more.
- **10 self-quizzes** — Each self-quiz is created based on the content covered in the Quick Guides and Tutorials, allowing students to assess their knowledge.
- **Hundreds of samples** — Browse more than 30 different samples of tables, figures, and full papers, along with over 150 sample references.
- **Convenient links to sections of the Publication Manual** — Quickly look up details for specific rules and read the exact text from the Publication Manual while online.

The **Reference Center** serves everyone from the most experienced researchers to those who are launching their first project. It provides expertly-created templates for
proper APA Style formatting of citations, and allows for the import and management of reference libraries in the common RIS format.

- **Manage references** — Enter and store references using an unrivaled set of customized forms for more than 80 reference types, all of which were created by APA experts for strict adherence to the rules of academic writing in APA Style.

- **An extensive citation library for reference verification** — Quickly search millions of preformatted references to research works abstracted in the APA PsycINFO® database. These references can be included directly in a paper’s reference list.

- **Import existing reference libraries** — Easily import existing reference libraries for use in Academic Writer using the universal RIS format.

At the heart of Academic Writer is the **Writing Center**, as everything culminates in the creation of a research paper or article. Writers at all levels of experience will benefit from the professional tools and expert guidance provided in the Writing Center. Convenient links to objects from the Learning Center, *Publication Manual* text, point-of-use help, and more help make the process of writing an academic paper in APA Style painless.

- **9 paper templates provide paper formatting and more** — Academic Writer guides students through the proper formatting of title pages, running heads, fonts, margins, and more with structured templates for the most common research paper types.

- **Collaboration between students and educators** — Students can collaborate on group papers, and educators can monitor and comment on students’ progress.

- **Convenient tools for references and displaying results** — A unique reference pane is pinned to the bottom of the writing space, providing easy access for citing and adding references, tables and figures, appendices, and footnotes.

Access Academic Writer through the Library Website